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Abstract 

This study introduces Pedophysics, an open-source Python package designed to facilitate solutions for 

users who work in the field of soil assessment using near-surface geophysical electromagnetic 

techniques. At the core of this software is the ability to translate geophysical data into specific soil 

properties (and vice-versa) using pedophysical models (PM). Pedophysical modelling techniques offer 

valuable insights into various realms including precision agriculture, soil health, resource prospecting, 

nutrient and land management, hydrogeology, and heritage conservation. 

In developing a tool for pedophysical modelling, some challenges emerged: selecting suitable PMs 

from the extensive literature, adapting these to specific conditions, and ensuring adequate data 

availability. While addressing these, we designed an automated workflow that implements robust PMs 

(selected after a throughout review), apply different modelling approaches based on soil 

characteristics and targeted properties, and employs pedotransfer functions and assumptions to 

integrate missing soil data into PMs. 



   

 

   

 

The capabilities of Pedophysics extend to handling complex scenarios such as fusing data from 

different instruments, incorporating continuous monitoring measurements, and soil calibration data. 

With these solutions, Pedophysics automates the process of deriving targeted soil and geophysical 

properties with state-of-art accuracy. Hereby, users can rely on Pedophysics to implement specific 

knowledge about pedophysical modeling. The software promotes global access to advanced soil 

geophysical solutions by being open-source and encouraging community contributions. 

Pedophysics is written in pure Python and has minimal dependencies. It can be easily installed from 

the Python Package Index (PyPI). 

 

1.0 Introduction 

Near-surface geophysical electromagnetic (EM) techniques are proven tools to support soil ecosystem 

services. Their greatest potential lies in the ability to provide quick and high-resolution 

characterization of soils, capturing its spatial and temporal variability. The contribution of such 

techniques to soil assessment is extensive, encompassing various areas such as precision agriculture 

(Romero-Ruiz et al., 2018), soil health (Tabbagh et al., 2023), resources prospecting, nutrient and land 

management (Bennett et al., 2000), hydrogeology, and heritage conservation (Linford, 2006). Most 

used EM geophysical techniques include electromagnetic induction (EMI) survey, direct-current 

surveys such as electrical resistive tomography (ERT) and vertical electrical sounding (VES), ground 

penetrating radar (GPR) surveys, and continuous soil monitoring using time-domain refractometry 

(TDR), time domain transmissions (TDT), as well as impedance (I) and capacitance sensors (C). These 

techniques provide with geophysical properties data of electrical conductivity (𝜎, or resistivity (ρ)), 

dielectric permittivity (𝜀), and magnetic susceptibility (μ). While basic interpretations can be directly 

derived from the collected data, specific soil applications require to characterize quantitatively some 

soil properties (and state variables) such as soil texture, bulk density, cation exchange capacity (𝐶𝐸𝐶), 



   

 

   

 

or most importantly, salinity and water content (Corwin and Plant, 2005). Soil salinity is a measure of 

total salt concentrations in soil liquid, and significantly impacts agriculture by reducing crop yields, 

plant nutritional imbalances, and changes in soil tilth and permeability (Corwin and Yemoto, 2020). 

Moreover, the water content is a preferred target because of its central role in soil-plant interaction, 

groundwater assessment, soil ecological functioning, and climate, as well as its large influence on 𝜎 

and 𝜀. 

The models that link soil to geophysical properties (and vice-versa) are called pedophysical models 

(PM), which can be integrated into interpretation schemes (e.g., after inversion, or through 

incorporating this into forward modelling procedures). This modelling step, translating geophysical 

properties into soil properties (and vice versa), thus constitutes a key aspect of near surface 

exploration. Despite the diversity in applications of soil geophysical EM prospection (as in soil health 

and hydrogeophysics), pedophysical modeling is implemented through similar models and procedures 

(Revil et al., 2012; Romero-Ruiz et al., 2018). 

Commonly, relative apparent geophysical information (this is, out-of-sensor data) is translated to 

quantify a target soil property by developing a local stochastic model, which is fitted to calibration 

data (Corwin and Lesch, 2005). In this work, we focus on deterministic modelling, but incorporate 

fitting solutions for specific cases. Hereby, generalized PMs are used, rather than field-specific 

stochastic models, that work primarily with absolute (or ‘true’) geophysical data. 

In designing a straightforward tool to implement PMs, we identify four key challenges. First, selecting 

an appropriate PM is complicated by numerous models available in the literature (e.g., Glover, 2015; 

Wunderlich et al., 2013; van Dam et al., 2005). Furthermore, determining which models are well-

validated from a theoretical or practical point of view can be onerous. This is because the 

measurement techniques, soil conditions, and modelling procedures are not standardized, leading to 

contradictory results. Second, even well-validated PMs are developed to suit specific conditions, such 

as a particular range of soil textures or EM frequencies. Third, when a PM is selected, it’s applicability 



   

 

   

 

is determined by the availability of sufficient data for populating that model. The absence of specific 

soil information, such as the 𝐶𝐸𝐶 or particle density, can render some PMs useless. Lastly, 

pedophysical modelling may be applied when data from different sources are used and combined 

(Ciampalini et al., 2015; Romero-Ruiz et al., 2018). Examples of such data fusion include merging data 

that has been obtained at different EM frequencies, or at different timepoints (monitoring), as well as 

data that includes the target property of interest (calibration data). 

To address these challenges, we propose effective approaches. Firstly, we conduct a comprehensive 

yet concise review to identify robust models from the literature that have been proven accurate in a 

wide range of soils. Secondly, we carefully consider the characteristics of a given soil and the specific 

property being targeted, allowing us to select the most suitable PM to provide a reliable solution. 

Lastly, we employ appropriate pedotransfer functions (PTFs) to predict the missing soil properties and 

integrate them into the population of PMs. 

In this work, our objective is to integrate these solutions into a versatile, open-source and user-friendly 

Python package called Pedophysics. This software aims to automate the process of obtaining accurate 

soil and geophysical information using PMs with state-of-art accuracy. Ultimately, the aim of 

Pedophysics is to contribute to the facilitation of worldwide access to soil geophysical solutions. This 

is achieved by providing open-source code and encouraging contributions for further development. 

The reader committed to give Pedophysics a quick try finds coding examples in Section 4. 

Pedophysics enables contributions to a list of specific soil applications, which include: delineating 

productivity zones (Corwin and Plant, 2005), quantifying the geophysical response to changes in 

specific soil properties (Hanssens et al., 2019), aquifer characterization (Revil et al., 2012), 

archaeological survey planning and feature characterization (Verhegge et al., 2023), soil compaction 

simulation (Romero-Ruiz et al., 2018), soil salinity determination (Corwin and Lesch, 2005), fusion of 

multisource geophysical data including field or laboratory soil calibration (Ciampalini et al., 2015) and 

time-lapse monitoring.  



   

 

   

 

 

2 Pedophysical modelling 

This section discusses the most accurate and thoroughly validated PMs, while presenting the scenarios 

in which these can be applied to link soil and geophysical properties. 

 

2.1 Single frequency dielectric permittivity 

Soil 𝜀𝑏
  is a key geophysical property commonly obtained by using GPR for near surface high resolution 

mapping, and moisture sensors (TDR, I and C) for in-depth continuous monitoring data (Topp et al., 

1996). While 𝜀𝑏
  depends on multiple soil properties as well as the deployed EM frequency (Chen and 

Or, 2006), it is primarily linked to soil water content. Dielectric permittivity pedophysical models 

(PPMs) link soil properties with 𝜀𝑏
 , and are generally developed for different frequency ranges. One 

of the most useful PPMs was proposed by Lichtenecker and Rother (1931) (LR): 

𝜀𝑏
𝛼 = 𝜃𝜀𝑤

𝛼 + (1 − ∅)𝜀𝑠
𝛼 + (∅ − 𝜃)𝜀𝑎

𝛼 . 

Equation 1 

Valid for a three-phase soil, with 𝜃 the volumetric water content and 𝜀𝑤 the soil water phase real 

relative dielectric permittivity, 𝜀𝑠 the soil solid phase real relative dielectric permittivity, ∅ the soil 

porosity, 𝜀𝑎 the soil air phase real relative dielectric permittivity, and 𝛼 the alpha geometrical 

parameter. While 𝜀𝑎 and 𝜀𝑠 can be set as constants (1.2 and 4, respectively), 𝜀𝑤 depends on 

temperature and salinity (Malmberg and Maryott, 1956; Revil et al., 1999) but it is normally set as 80. 

Soil porosity is calculated from bulk density (𝑏𝑑) and particle density (𝑝𝑑) using ∅ = 1 − 𝑏𝑑 𝑝𝑑⁄ , and 

𝑝𝑑 can be calculated using a PTF (Schjønning et al., 2017). 

 



   

 

   

 

The LR PPM (Equation 1) has shown accuracy across various soils measured with different instruments 

(Roth et al., 1990; Wunderlich et al., 2013). An additional advantage of this PPM is that EM frequency 

and soil texture dependance can be accounted for trough 𝛼 (Mendoza Veirana et al., 2023). While in 

most cases 𝛼 is fixed as 0.5, this parameter was found to be correlated positively with 𝐶𝐸𝐶 using data 

of an impedance moisture sensor collected at 50 MHz:  

𝛼 =  0.271 log (𝐶𝐸𝐶
100𝑔

𝑚𝑒𝑞
) + 0.306, 

Equation 2 

which leads to more accurate soil 𝜀𝑏
  modelling. For data collected with GPR (at 1.6 GHz) Wunderlich 

et al. (2013) found a negative correlation with clay content: 

𝛼 = −0.46𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑦 
 + 0.71 

Equation 3 

Lastly, the frequency range between 100 MHz to 200 MHz remains more uncertain than other 

frequency ranges, because of the presence of the cross-over frequency (Chen and Or, 2006), for which 

a conservative parameter setting (𝛼 = 0.5) seems more effective.  

 

2.2 Direct current electrical conductivity 

Electrical conductivity pedophysical models (ECPMs) have traditionally been developed for 

consolidated sands, as the case of the Archie equations (Archie, 1942). More accurate ECPMs consider 

finer soil fractions (through their surface conductivity) such as the model developed by (Waxman and 

Smits, 1968):  

𝜎𝑏 = 𝜎𝑤𝑆𝑛∅𝑚 + 𝑆𝑛−1∅𝑚𝜎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 . 

Equation 4 



   

 

   

 

Here, 𝜎𝑤 is the water EC and 𝜎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 is the EC of solid surfaces, which arises due to clay particles and 

the ionic double layer that envelops them. Although the term 𝜎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 depends on porosity and 𝐶𝐸𝐶, it 

must be calibrated against empirical data, as well as the geometrical parameters 𝑚 and 𝑛. Another 

widely tested ECPM, involving similar soil properties, was proposed by Rhoades et al. (1976): 

𝜎𝑏 =  𝜎𝑤(𝐸𝛳2 + 𝐹𝛳) + 𝜎𝑠 

Equation 5 

In this equation, the empirical constants 𝐸 and 𝐹 are determined by fitting the model to calibration 

data, and 𝜎𝑠 is the bulk surface conductivity.  

As more extensive datasets have become available over recent decades, empirical expressions for 

geometric parameters become available. For instance, a precise empirical formula for 𝜎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 was 

developed by Doussan and Ruy (2009): 

𝜎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 = 0.654
𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑦

𝑠𝑎𝑛𝑑 + 𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑡
+ 0.018; 𝑅2 = 0.97  

Equation 6 

Recently, Fu et al. (2022) introduced a robust ECPM by combining Equation 4 with Glover et al. (2000) 

ECPM resulting in an expression similar to Equation 5: 

𝜎𝑏 = 𝜎𝑤𝜃𝑤 + 𝜎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝜃𝑤−1∅ + 𝜎𝑠(1 − ∅)𝑠  

Equation 7 

where 𝑤 and 𝑠 are constants with average values of 2 and 1, respectively. This calibration was carried 

out using data from 15 soil samples collected by various authors (Rhoades et al., 1976), with clay 

contents ranging from 0 to 33%, and bulk densities from 1.05 to 1.83 𝑔/𝑐𝑚3. Then, Equation 7 

becomes: 

𝜎𝑏 = 𝜎𝑤𝜃2 + 𝜃∅ (0.654
𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑦

100 − 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑦
+ 0.018) + (1 − ∅)𝜎𝑠;  𝑅2 = 0.98   

Equation 8 



   

 

   

 

The term 𝑠𝑎𝑛𝑑 + 𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑡 was replaced with 100 − 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑦 in Equation 6 to minimize the soil information 

requirements. This ECPM was validated with independent soil data from six samples taken from six 

different studies, consisting of various salinities and water contents, amounting to around 300 data 

points. It achieved an unprecedented 𝑅2 value of 0.98 (Fu et al., 2022). Additionally, this model relies 

on easily obtainable soil properties, and allows for the integration of 𝜎𝑠𝑎𝑡 and 𝜎𝑑𝑟𝑦 data (if available) 

as follows: 

𝜎𝑤 =
𝜎𝑠𝑎𝑡 − 𝜎𝑑𝑟𝑦

∅2
− 𝜎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 

Equation 9 

To the best of our knowledge, Fu's model (Equation 8) is the most thoroughly validated non-fitting 

ECPM and is thus implemented in Pedophysics. 

 

2.3 Soil salinity 

Soil salinity is normally obtained through its link with 𝜎𝑤, being the model of (Sen and Goode, 1992a, 

b) the most used empirical formula for a NaCl aqueous solution: 

𝜎𝑤 = (𝑑1 + 𝑑2𝑇 + 𝑑3𝑇2)𝐶𝑓 − (
𝑑4 + 𝑑5𝑇

1 + 𝑑6𝐶𝑓
0.5) 𝐶𝑓

1.5 

Equation 10 

Where 𝑑1 = 5.6 𝑆𝑙 𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝑚⁄ , 𝑑2 = 0.27 𝑆𝑙 𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝑚⁄  °C, 𝑑3 = −1.51 ∗ 10−4  𝑆𝑙 𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝑚⁄  °C2, 𝑑4 =

2.36 𝑆 𝑚⁄ ∗ (𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑙)−1.5, 𝑑5 = 0.099 𝑆 𝑚°C⁄ ∗ (𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑙)−1.5, 𝑑6 = 0.214 (𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑙)−1.5, 𝑇 is the 

temperature of the fluid in °C, and 𝐶𝑓 is the salinity of the pore fluid (𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑙). As most geophysical 

techniques focus to characterize soil salinity through 𝜎𝑤, we discuss adequate ECPMs to calculate 𝜎𝑤. 

Approaches to obtain 𝜎𝑤 from EM soil data can be divided into non-fitting and fitting modeling 

procedures. The non-fitting approach uses a ECPM (as Equation 8) when 𝜎𝑏 and ancillary soil 

properties are known (i.e., 𝛳, ∅, 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑦).  



   

 

   

 

The fitting approach, on the other hand uses two kinds of PMs: a linear 𝜀𝑏-𝜎𝑏 PM (Hilhorst, 2000; 

Malicki and Walczak, 1999), and a 𝜎𝑏-𝛳2 PM (as Equation 5) (Hamed et al., 2003; Rhoades et al., 1976). 

Such an approach is usually more precise that the non-fitting counterpart, since it uses calibration data 

to render a single 𝜎𝑤 value. 

The linear 𝜀𝑏-𝜎𝑏 modelling is relatively precise and easy to implement, this is why most moisture 

sensors (TDR, C, I) provide 𝜎𝑤 using this technique. This consists of  fitting a linear model between 𝜀𝑏 

and 𝜎𝑏, while 𝜎𝑤 is obtained from the slope (𝐴) of the line: 

𝜀𝑏 =  𝜎𝑏𝐴 + B 

Equation 11 

where 𝐴 and B are empirical constants. The most relevant expression for 𝐴 and B are proposed by 

(Hilhorst, 2000): 

𝜀𝑏 =  𝜎𝑏

𝜀𝑤

𝜎𝑤
+ 𝜀𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 , 

Equation 12 

where 𝜀𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡  is the intercept of the 𝜀𝑏-𝜎𝑏 fitted line. This method  has shown relatively good results 

in certain conditions, but the evidence across the literature is contradictory (See e.g., Bañón et al., 

2021; Brovelli, A. & G. Cassiani, 2011).   

Calculations of 𝜎𝑤 based on 𝜎𝑏-𝛳2 fitting PM are validated for a wide range of soil types, varying water 

contents and salinities (Amente et al., 2000; Corwin and Yemoto, 2020; Hamed et al., 2003). Most 

accurate results were found using the PM proposed by Rhoades et al. (1976) (Equation 5). 

The prediction capacity of Equation 5 and Equation 12 was evaluated by (Hamed et al., 2003), using 9 

soil samples of various soil textures, 𝜎𝑤, and 𝜃. It was concluded that 𝐴 and B are not constant but 

dependent on soil type and 𝜎𝑤  (confirming results from Malicki & Walczak, 1999; and Persson, 2002). 



   

 

   

 

Overall, Equation 11 produced poor estimations of 𝜎𝑤 (RMSE from 0.03 to 0.1 S/m) compared to 

estimations of 𝜎𝑤 obtained by fitting of Equation 5 (RMSE from 0.015 to 0.048 S/m), especially in saline 

dry sands. Furthermore, while Equation 5 is applicable to DC frequencies, the influence of frequency 

modulations on the accuracy of Equation 12 has not been evaluated.   

 

2.4 Incorporating calibration data through fitting PMs. 

While most of implementations of PMs in soil geophysics integrate calibration data through fitting 

approaches, few studies compare the performance of different PMs that can be deployed. Using soil 

data obtained at 1.6 GHz, Wunderlich et al. (2013) conclude that two effective medium PMs (Equation 

13 and Equation 14) perform best for estimating 𝜀𝑏 and 𝜎𝑏 in direct-current (DC) regime, respectively:  

𝑑𝜀(𝑝)

𝑑𝑝
=

𝜀(𝑝)(𝜃𝑛 − 𝜃1)

1 + 𝜃1 − 𝜃𝑛 + 𝑝(𝜃𝑛 − 𝜃1)

𝜀𝑤 − 𝜀(𝑝)

𝐿𝑤𝜀𝑤 + (1 − 𝐿𝑤)𝜀(𝑝)
 

𝜀(𝑝 = 0) = 𝜀1;  𝜀(𝑝 = 1) = 𝜀𝑛 

Equation 13 

𝑑𝜎(𝑝)

𝑑𝑝
=

𝜎(𝑝)(𝜃𝑛 − 𝜃1)

1 + 𝜃1 − 𝜃𝑛 + 𝑝(𝜃𝑛 − 𝜃1)

𝜎𝑤 − 𝜎(𝑝)

𝐿𝑤𝜎𝑤 + (1 − 𝐿𝑤)𝜎(𝑝)
 

𝜎(𝑝 = 0) = 𝜎1;  𝜎(𝑝 = 1) = 𝜎𝑛 

Equation 14 

The geometrical parameter 𝐿𝑤 is the depolarization factor of the soil water phase, normally optimized 

for fitting. The integration variable 𝑝 ranges from 0 to 1, 𝜀(𝑝 = 0) = 𝜀1 is the initial 𝜀𝑏 that 

corresponds to the initial volumetric water content (𝜃1), and 𝜀(𝑝 = 1) = 𝜀𝑏 corresponds to 𝜃, 

similarly for 𝜎 in Equation 14. For estimating 𝜀𝑏, Equation 13 was further validated by Mendoza 

Veirana et al. (2023), where several fitting PPMs were tested using data obtained at 50 MHz of 10 soils 

with varying texture. 



   

 

   

 

 

2.5 Soil dielectric dispersion 

The dielectric dispersion in soils refers to how their observed dielectric properties vary with  the 

frequency of the applied EM field (González-Teruel et al., 2020). Dielectric dispersion PMs are used 

when geophysical data is obtained at different EM frequencies. This is particularly relevant when 

multi-sensor data are used, such as in dual-frequency surveys, joint inversions, vector analyzer 

experiments, or when assessing the likelihood of detecting specific soil features for surveys at different 

EM frequencies. 

Generally, the frequency dependence of 𝜎𝑏 increases with  EM frequency (𝑓𝜎) (Alipio and Visacro, 

2014). An ECPM for dielectric dispersion combines two types of dispersion: a constant one, referred 

to as the conventional DC 𝜎𝑏 (𝜎𝑑𝑐), associated with free ions and electrons, and a frequency-

dependent one linked to losses caused by polarization processes (Zhou et al., 2015).  

The frequency dependence of 𝜀𝑏 is attributed to the different dielectric relaxation responses of the 

soil phases and their interactions (Dobson et al., 1985; González-Teruel et al., 2020). This process is 

strongly influenced by the Maxwell-Wagner effect at EM frequencies approximately <100 MHz (Chen 

and Or, 2006; Schwartz et al., 2009). Within this range, all factors influencing 𝜎𝑏 are positively 

correlated to 𝜀𝑏 (e.g., clay content, salinity, temperature). For higher frequencies, the Maxwell-

Wagner effect becomes increasingly negligible and 𝜀𝑏 depends more exclusively on water content. At 

such higher frequencies, increases in other soil properties such as salinity or clay led to a decreasing 

𝜀𝑏. Therefore, a suitable dielectric dispersion PM should not only account for soil texture, salinity, 

temperature, Maxwell-Wagner effect (in the case of 𝜀𝑏), soil phases (at least three), but also consider 

a wide range of commonly used electromagnetic frequencies.  

Normally, dielectric dispersion PMs do not meet all these requirements (see e.g., the PMs presented 

by: (Alipio and Visacro, 2014; Chen and Or, 2006; Dobson et al., 1985; González-Teruel et al., 2020; 



   

 

   

 

Hallikainen et al., 1985). In conclusion, as (González-Teruel et al., 2020)) stated, there is still a need to 

develop a general three-phase MHz–GHz dielectric PM.   

Despite several dielectric dispersion PMs being available in literature, few comparative studies have 

been conducted (e.g., (Alipio and Visacro, 2014; Cavka et al., 2014; van Dam et al., 2005). An empirical 

and theoretical test of six semiempirical models was presented by (Cavka et al., 2014). Models were 

hereby compared using 18 partially saturated sandy soil samples with varying 𝜎𝑤 (data from Bigelow 

and Eberle, 1983; He et al., 2013). The study concluded that the semiempirical model proposed by 

(Longmire and Smith, 1975) (LS) is among the best performing. Additionally, the LS model is defined 

for the largest frequency range between other models (5 Hz to 30 GHz, see Longmire and Smith, 1975) 

and the fitting of parameters is not needed: 

𝜀𝑏(𝑓𝜀) = 𝜀𝑖𝑛𝑓 + ∑
𝑎𝑖

1+(
𝑓𝜀

𝐹𝑖
⁄ )

2
13
𝑖=1 , 

Equation 15 

σ𝑏(𝑓𝜎) = σ𝑑𝑐 + 2𝜋𝜀0 ∑ 𝑎𝑖𝐹𝑖

(
𝑓𝜎

𝐹𝑖
⁄ )

2

1 + (
𝑓𝜎

𝐹𝑖
⁄ )

2 ,

13

𝑖=1

 

Equation 16 

𝐹𝑖 = (125σ𝑑𝑐)0.8312 ∗ 10𝑖−1, 

Equation 17 

where 𝑎𝑖  are empirical constants, 𝜀𝑖𝑛𝑓 is the soil bulk real relative permittivity at infinite frequency, 

and 𝑓𝜎 is the frequency of the electric conductivity measurement. 

However, a limitation remains in the LS model (Equation 15, Equation 16, and Equation 17), as it was 

developed based on single-texture soil data, and the Maxwell-Wagner effect does not seem to be 

accounted for at 𝑓𝜀>100 MHz. Based on the calibration and tested samples using the LS model, it is 

likely that this works well for low relaxation soils, but it is not suitable for wet clays where the 



   

 

   

 

relaxation is large (Jones et al., 2005). This limitation leads to similar 𝜀𝑏 predictions for wet sands and 

dry clays with similar 𝜎𝑏, while their response is expected to be dissimilar (González-Teruel et al., 2020; 

Jones et al., 2005).  

 

2.6 Temperature correction 

Soil temperature affects soil EM geophysical properties, and its effect should generally be considered 

to ensure optimal soil modelling. The effect of 𝑇 on 𝜀𝑏, for instance, varies with frequency. However, 

as the 𝑇 - 𝜀𝑏 relationship has not been fully explained with current PPMs, added to its relatively low 

effect (Chen and Or, 2006b), we do not delve into this. However, the impact of 𝑇 in σ𝑏 is more 

significant and well understood. Several temperature correction ECPMs were compared by Ma et al. 

(2010) in the range of approximately 0 to 50 °C, highlighting the accuracy of the model proposed by 

Sheets and Hendrickx (1995): 

σ𝑡𝑐 = σ𝑏 (0.447 + 1.4034𝑒
−𝑇+273.15

26.815⁄
 

) 

Equation 18 

Where σ𝑡𝑐 is the soil bulk real electrical conductivity temperature corrected, this is, the σ𝑏 at 298.15 

K (25 °C). When σ𝑑𝑐 is corrected by temperature, we obtain σ𝑑𝑐 𝑡𝑐. 

 

3 Pedophysics: functioning and structure 

This section synthesizes the concepts of pedophysical modelling (Section 2) with their implementation 

in the Pedophysics Python package. 

Figure 1 presents a general scheme of Pedophysics´ usage. Initially, the user provides soil data and 

specifies a target property. Pedophysics then fills in any missing data, using pedotransfer functions 

and assumptions. Next, the target property is calculated using the most suitable approach. 



   

 

   

 

Afterwards, if the calculated target property contains incomplete elements (indicated by NaNs, i.e. 

not a number), additional data must be supplied to ensure a complete target prediction. 

Pedophysics architecture is structured according to the workflow described earlier, as depicted in 

Figure 2 Pedophysics directory, containing the subpackages pedophysical_models, 

pedotransfer_functions, predict, and utils. Modules of the main package are __init__.py, 

instruments.py, main.py, and simulate.py..  It comprises four subpackages and four modules. The 

subpackages pedophysical_models and pedotransfer_functions include modules that implement the 

PMs and PTFs detailed in Section 2. These functions are then utilized in the subpackage predict (see 

Section 3.2). Additionally, the utils subpackage provides a set of statistical tools. Lastly, within the main 

package the simulate.py module is responsible for defining virtual soil samples. 

 



   

 

   

 

 

Figure 1 Workflow of Pedophysics´ use. Yellow icons correspond to actions done by the user, blue icons for automated actions 

by Pedophysics.  

 

 

Figure 2 Pedophysics directory, containing the subpackages pedophysical_models, pedotransfer_functions, predict, and utils. 

Modules of the main package are __init__.py, instruments.py, main.py, and simulate.py. 



   

 

   

 

 

3.1 Defining a virtual soil (pedophysics.simulate.py) 

The core of pedophysics is the simulate.py module, where soils are defined through a Python class 

named Soil. Consequently, users can create a soil sample instance using the Soil class by specifying its 

attributes, which represent various soil and geophysical properties, alongside model factors (listed in 

Table 1).  

 

Attribute Symbol 
Description 

Units Type Set  

temperature 𝑇  
Soil bulk temperature 

[K] float, np.float64, int, np.ndarray, list 298.15 

water 𝛳 

Soil volumetric water content 
[m**3/m**3] float, np.float64, int, np.ndarray, list No 

salinity 𝐶𝑓 

Soil salinity (NaCl) of the bulk pore fluid 
[mol/L] float, np.float64, int, np.ndarray, list No 

sand 𝑠𝑎𝑛𝑑 

Soil sand content 
[g/g]*100 float, np.float64, int, np.ndarray, list No 

silt 𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑡 

Soil silt content 
[g/g]*100 float, np.float64, int, np.ndarray, list No 

clay 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑦 

Soil clay content 
[g/g]*100 float, np.float64, int, np.ndarray, list No 

porosity ∅  

Soil porosity 
[m**3/m**3] float, np.float64, int, np.ndarray, list No 

bulk_density 𝑏𝑑  

Soil bulk density 
[kg/m**3] float, np.float64, int, np.ndarray, list No 

particle_density 𝑝𝑑  

Soil particle density 
[kg/m**3] float, np.float64, int, np.ndarray, list 2.65 

CEC 𝐶𝐸𝐶  

Soil cation exchange capacity 
[meq/100g] float, np.float64, int, np.ndarray, list No 

orgm 
orgm 

Soil organic matter content 
[g/g]*100 float, np.float64, int, np.ndarray, list No 

bulk_perm 𝜀𝑏  

Soil bulk real relative dielectric permittivity 
[-] float, np.float64, int, np.ndarray, list No 

bulk_perm_inf 𝜀𝑖𝑛𝑓 Soil bulk real relative permittivity at infinite 
frequency 

[-] float, np.float64, int, np.ndarray, list 5 

water_perm 𝜀𝑤  

Soil water phase real dielectric permittivity 
[-] float, np.float64, int, np.ndarray, list 80 

solid_perm 𝜀𝑠  Soil solid real relative dielectric permittivity 
phase 

[-] float, np.float64, int, np.ndarray, list 4 

air_perm 𝜀𝑎 

Soil air real relative dielectric permittivity phase 
[-] float, np.float64, int, np.ndarray, list 1.2 



   

 

   

 

offset_perm 𝜀𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡    Soil bulk real relative dielectric permittivity 
when soil bulk real electrical conductivity is zero 

[-] float, np.float64, int, np.ndarray, list No 

bulk_ec 𝜎𝑏 

Soil bulk real electrical conductivity 
[S/m] float, np.float64, int, np.ndarray, list No 

bulk_ec_tc 𝜎𝑡𝑐  Soil bulk real electrical conductivity temperature 
corrected (298.15 K) [S/m] float, np.float64, int, np.ndarray, list No 

bulk_ec_dc 𝜎𝑑𝑐  Soil bulk real electrical conductivity direct 
current (0 Hz) [S/m] float, np.float64, int, np.ndarray, list No 

bulk_ec_dc_tc 𝜎𝑑𝑐 𝑡𝑐  Soil bulk real electrical conductivity direct 
current (0 Hz) temperature corrected (298.15 K) [S/m] float, np.float64, int, np.ndarray, list No 

bulk_ec_tc 𝜎𝑡𝑐  Soil bulk real electrical conductivity temperature 
corrected [S/m] float, np.float64, int, np.ndarray, list No 

water_ec 𝜎𝑤 

Soil water real electrical conductivity 
[S/m] float, np.float64, int, np.ndarray, list No 

s_ec 𝜎𝑠 
Soil bulk real surface electrical conductivity [S/m] float, np.float64, int, np.ndarray, list No 

solid_ec 𝜎𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑  

Soil solid real electrical conductivity 
[S/m] float, np.float64, int, np.ndarray, list No 

dry_ec 𝜎𝑑𝑟𝑦 Soil bulk real electrical conductivity at zero 
water content 

[S/m] float, np.float64, int, np.ndarray, list No 

sat_ec 𝜎𝑠𝑎𝑡  Soil bulk real electrical conductivity at saturation 
water content 

[S/m] float, np.float64, int, np.ndarray, list No 

frequency_perm 𝑓𝜀  Bandwidth centroid frequency of dielectric 
permittivity measurement 

[Hz] float, np.float64, int, np.ndarray, list No 

frequency_ec 𝑓𝜎  Bandwidth centroid frequency of electric 
conductivity measurement  

[Hz] float, np.float64, int, np.ndarray, list 0 

L 𝐿 Soil scalar depolarization factor of solid particles 
(effective medium theory) 

[-] float, int, np.float64 No 

Lw 𝐿𝑤  Soil scalar depolarization factor of water 
aggregates (effective medium theory) 

[-] float, int, np.float64 No 

m 𝑚 

Soil cementation factor as defined in Archie law 
[-] float, int, np.float64 No 

n 𝑛 Soil saturation factor as defined in Archie second 
law 

[-] float, int, np.float64 No 

alpha 𝛼 Soil alpha exponent as defined in volumetric 
mixing theory 

[-] float, int, np.float64 No 

E 𝐸  
Empirical constant as in Rohades model [-] float, int, np.float64 No 

F 𝐹  
Empirical constant as in Rohades model [-] float, int, np.float64 No 

texture 

  Soil texture according to USDA convention: 
"Sand", "Loamy sand", "Sandy loam", "Loam", 
"Silt loam", "Silt", "Sandy clay loam", "Clay loam", 
"Silty clay loam", "Sandy clay", "Clay", "Silty clay" 

[-] 

str, numpy.nan 
No 

instrument  
Instrument utilized: 'HydraProbe', 'TDR', 'GPR', 
'Miller 400D', 'Dualem' 

[-] str, numpy.nan No 

info 

 Data Frame containing descriptive information 
about how each array-like attribute was 
calculated. [-] 

pandas.DataFrame 
No 



   

 

   

 

df 

 Data Frame containing the quantitative 
information of all soil array-like attributes for 
each state. [-] 

pandas.DataFrame 
No 

roundn 
 

Number of decimal places to round results. [-] int 3 

range_ratio  Ratio to extend the domain of the regression by 
fitting approach. 

[-] float, int, np.float64 2 

n_states 
 

Number of soil states. 
[-] float, int, np.float64 No 

Table 1. Soil Class attributes that represent soil and geophysical properties, and model factors. Rows in blue list array-like 

attributes, withe list single-value attributes, and yellow list special attributes. 

 

The Soil attributes are divided into three groups: single-value (e.g., 𝐿𝑤, 𝑚, texture class), array-like 

(e.g., 𝛳, 𝐶𝑓, 𝜎𝑑𝑐, and 𝜀𝑏), and special attributes. The difference between the first two is that single-

value attributes are defined just as Int, Float, and np.float64 object types, while array-like attributes 

can also be defined as a list or NumPy array type. Attributes defined with a wrong type are warned 

with an exception (ValueError). Array-like attributes are used to simulate the evolution of such variable 

through time or space. For example, to simulate a soil of which the water content changes over time 

and which is recorded at six different moments, we define Soil.water as a list (or NumPy array) with 

six elements (see Figure 3. Definition of a virtual soil as a Soil instance. sample1 is a Soil instance with 

two given attributes: water and porosity. water is an array-like attribute composed by six soil states, 

and porosity is an array-like attribute defined as a constant. The array-like attribute porosity of 

sample1 is automatically converted to a NumPy.Array with length equal to n_states and filled with the 

value of the state zero (0.4). The attribute water_ec was not defined by the user, then it is set to length 

equal to n_states and filled with Numpy.nan.). Thus, we refer as soil state to the element number of 

an array-like Soil attribute. A special Soil attribute is n_states, defined as the maximum length of all 

array-like attributes. All the attributes that are not defined by the user are assumed as NaN (always 

represented by Numpy.nan).  

Two automatic modifications are applied to array-like attributes. First, these are all converted to the 

numpy.ndarray type, and their lengths are standardized to n_states, by populating the missing states 



   

 

   

 

with Numpy.nan. Secondly, if only the state number zero is defined by the user for an array-like 

attribute, this value is treated as a constant for all states from zero to n_states (see Figure 3). 

Input: 

 
Output: 

 

from pedophysics.simulate import Soil 

 

sample1 = Soil(water = [0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.4], 

               porosity = 0.4) 

 

sample1.water 

sample1.porosity 

sample1.water_ec 

 

>>>array([0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.4]) 
>>>array([0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4]) 
>>>array([nan, nan, nan, nan, nan, nan]) 

 

Figure 3. Definition of a virtual soil as a Soil instance. sample1 is a Soil instance with two given attributes: water and porosity. 

water is an array-like attribute composed by six soil states, and porosity is an array-like attribute defined as a constant. The 

array-like attribute porosity of sample1 is automatically converted to a NumPy.Array with length equal to n_states and filled 

with the value of the state zero (0.4). The attribute water_ec was not defined by the user, then it is set to length equal to 

n_states and filled with Numpy.nan. 

An important special Soil attribute named df is defined as a pandas.dataframe object. It contains all 

array-like attributes within its columns, with each row representing a different soil state. All 

modifications to Soil attributes through the predict subpackage are recorded in Soil.df, while the Soil 

instance remains unmodified. Printing a Soil instance gives a print of Soil.df (see Figure 4).  

Lastly, another special Soil attribute is info, a pandas.dataframe object. It holds descriptive information 

on how each array-like attribute is determined or modified by the predict subpackage at each state. 

This includes details about the utilized PM, the directory path of the function, and a reported or 

calculated error indicator. The reported accuracy scores of all PMs and PTFs are provided (when 

available), when fitting approaches are followed, the reached accuracy is provided. 

 



   

 

   

 

Input:  

 

Output:  

sample1 = Soil(water = [0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.4], 

               porosity = 0.4) 

sample1.df 

  

Figure 4. df attribute stores all array-like attributes. The Pandas.DataFrame object Soil.df contains all the Soil array-like 

attributes on its columns, and states in its rows. Here water and porosity are as given in the input of sample1 (Figure 3).  

 

3.2 Obtaining soil and geophysical properties (predict subpackage) 

The prediction of a specific soil property (the target attribute) is enabled by the predict subpackage. 

Comprising various modules, each one specializes in offering solutions for distinct attributes and is 

named accordingly (see Figure 5. Directory of the subpackage predict.). Within predict, all modules 

are structured around a main function and, where necessary, sub-functions. For instance, to obtain 

the attribute bulk_ec the user uses the function predict.BulkEC (located in the module 

pedophysics.predict.bulk_ec.py). 



   

 

   

 

 

Figure 5. Directory of the subpackage predict.  

 

The most relevant attributes that can be calculated using the predict module are water, salinity, 

water_ec, bulk_ec, and bulk_perm. To predict these attributes, soil data given by the user is 

automatically fused by hierarchy. A good example of hierarchical data fusion is the implementation of 

non_fitting and fitting functions, where the priority is always to obtain a solution by fitting. 

Alternatively, a solution is sought following non-fitting approaches, in which PMs are applied that do 

not require optimizing attributes, and the solution at each soil state is independent of the rest. In the 

software, fitting functions are deployed when the user provides calibration data (i.e., at least three 

soil states that match a specific condition), allowing to obtain a specific solution. These functions look 

for a best fit of the calibration data using a PM by optimizing some of its attributes. The domain in 

which the fitted function is valid is calculated using the special attribute Soil.range_ratio. When no 



   

 

   

 

calibration data is provided, or in case any state of the target property remains unknown after 

attempting fitting functions, , non_fitting functions are deployed.  

 

3.2.1 Electromagnetic properties of soils (predict.bulk_perm.py and predict.bulk_ec.py) 

Predicting Soil.bulk_perm and Soil.bulk_ec in Pedophysics is done following similar approaches where 

Soil.water, Soil.frequency_ec, and Soil.frequency_perm play a major role. The structure of sub 

functions follows a similar organization, but mayor differences remain on the modelling aspect. 

Predicting Soil.bulk_perm in Pedophysics (see Figure 6. Pedophysics workflow for the calculation of 𝜀𝑏. 

Each block describes a function, which name is at the heading. Light yellow heading is used for the 

main function predict.bulk_perm.BulkPerm, while light blue headings refer to secondary functions. 

Black horizontal lines divide a block into different conditions. Light red blocks refer to mandatory soil 

attributes for a condition. Purple blocks refer to mandatory soil attributes that can be derived from 

other ones.) is done following the methods described in Section 2.1, 2.4, and 2.5. A mandatory 

attribute is Soil.frequency_perm, if this is not given there is no possible solution and Soil.bulk_perm 

remains unmodified. If Soil.frequency_perm is given, functions for either constant or changing 

frequency are called. The last calculates the target using the LongmireSmithP function (Equation 15 

and Equation 17), and the former case is divided into fitting and non-fitting approaches. When at least 

three soil states have Soil.water and Soil.bulk_perm data (i.e., calibration data), the function fitting 

uses WunderlichP function (Equation 13) by fitting its depolarization factor 𝐿𝑤 (Soil.Lw). The range of 

values of Soil.water where the fitted model works is defined in water_range. This range can be 

extended by giving a smaller Soil.range_ratio (equal to 2 by default). If any state of Soil.bulk_perm is 

still unknown, the non_fitting function applies different PMs in four different frequency ranges: 5 to 

30e6 Hz uses LongmireSmithP, 30e6 to 100e6 Hz uses the function LR_MV (Equation 1 and Equation 

2), 100e6 to 200e6 Hz uses LR (Equation 1 with alpha = 0.5), and 200e6 to 30e9 Hz uses LR_W (Equation 

1 and Equation 3). 



   

 

   

 

 

Figure 6. Pedophysics workflow for the calculation of 𝜀𝑏. Each block describes a function, which name is at the heading. Light 

yellow heading is used for the main function predict.bulk_perm.BulkPerm, while light blue headings refer to secondary 

functions. Black horizontal lines divide a block into different conditions. Light red blocks refer to mandatory soil attributes for 

a condition. Purple blocks refer to mandatory soil attributes that can be derived from other ones.  



   

 

   

 

Predictions of Soil.bulk_ec and Soil.bulk_ec_dc are based on calculating Soil.bulk_ec_dc_tc and 

applying temperature and frequency corrections, respectively.  

Similarly, to predict Soil.bulk_ec_dc_tc (Figure 7 Pedophysics workflow for the calculation of 𝜎𝑑𝑐 𝑡𝑐. 

Each block describes a function, which name is at the heading. Light yellow heading is used for the 

main function predict.bulk_ec_dc_tc.BulkECDCTC, while light blue headings refer to secondary 

functions. Black horizontal lines divide a block into different conditions. Light red blocks refer to 

mandatory soil attributes for a condition. Purple blocks refer to mandatory soil attributes that can be 

derived from other ones.) frequency and temperature corrections have place in the 

shift_to_bulk_ec_dc_tc function using Equation 16 and Equation 18, respectively. From a modelling 

perspective, Pedophysics assumes DC regime (i.e., frequency_ec = 0) if frequency_ec is not given (this 

is, Numpy.nan) or < 5 Hz. Also, the default 𝑇 is 298.15 K, therefore, if no frequency_ec and temperature 

is given, Soil.bulk_ec is equal to Soil.bulk_ec_dc_tc. 

In case that calibration data in Soil.water and Soil.bulk_ec_dc_tc are provided, the fitting function uses 

the WunderlichEC function (Equation 14). If NaNs remain in Soil.bulk_ec_dc_tc, the non_fitting 

function uses Fu function (Equation 8).  

 



   

 

   

 

 

Figure 7 Pedophysics workflow for the calculation of 𝜎𝑑𝑐 𝑡𝑐. Each block describes a function, which name is at the heading. 

Light yellow heading is used for the main function predict.bulk_ec_dc_tc.BulkECDCTC, while light blue headings refer to 

secondary functions. Black horizontal lines divide a block into different conditions. Light red blocks refer to mandatory soil 

attributes for a condition. Purple blocks refer to mandatory soil attributes that can be derived from other ones.   

 

3.2.2 Water content prediction (predict.water.py) 

The predict.water.py module enables predicting Soil.water based on Soil.bulk_perm and 

Soil.bulk_ec_dc_tc (see Figure 8) using the methods described in Section 2.1, 2.2 and 2.4. The main 

function Water follows a hierarchical data fusion that prioritizes predictions based on Soil.bulk_perm 

(in predict.water_from_perm.py) if Soil.frequency_perm is known. Alternatively, Soil.water is 



   

 

   

 

calculated based on Soil.bulk_ec_dc_tc (in predict.water_from_ec.py). The workflows of 

predict.water_from_perm.py and predict.water_from_ec.py are similar to those in 

predict.bulk_perm.py and predict.bulk_ec_dc_tc.py, respectively. 

 

 

Figure 8 Prediction of volumetric water content workflow based on Soil.bulk_perm and Soil.bulk_ec_dc_tc. ‘Water’ is the main 

function that ties all the other functions together, while light blue headings refer to secondary functions. Each block describes 

a function, which name is at the heading. Black horizontal lines divide a block into different conditions. Light red blocks refer 

to mandatory soil attributes for a condition. Purple blocks refer to mandatory soil attributes that can be derived from other 

ones. 

The function WaterFromPerm is used when for any state Soil.bulk_perm is given and Soil.water is a 

NaN. This function evaluates if Soil.frequency_perm is constant or dynamic. In the first case, the 

function fixed_freq checks for the availability of calibration data, leading to a fitting or non_fitting 

function. When Soil.frequency_perm is dynamic (thus varying through time or space), Soil.bulk_ec_dc 



   

 

   

 

is calculated through changing_freq using the LongmireSmithP function. Afterwards, Soil.bulk_ec_dc 

will be utilized in the WaterFromEC function.  

Subsequently, the function shift_to_bulk_ec_dc_tc, outlined in Figure 7 Pedophysics workflow for the 

calculation of 𝜎𝑑𝑐 𝑡𝑐. Each block describes a function, which name is at the heading. Light yellow 

heading is used for the main function predict.bulk_ec_dc_tc.BulkECDCTC, while light blue headings 

refer to secondary functions. Black horizontal lines divide a block into different conditions. Light red 

blocks refer to mandatory soil attributes for a condition. Purple blocks refer to mandatory soil 

attributes that can be derived from other ones., tackles the completion of Soil.bulk_ec_dc_tc. When 

this data is available (and Soil.water is unknown), the WaterFromEC function is applied following a 

fitting approach using WunderlichEC, or a non-fitting approach employing Fu. 

Finally, predicted Soil.water can have negative values in some state because of extrapolating a fitted 

model to low values of Soil.bulk_ec_dc_tc or Soil.bulk_perm. In such case, negative values are 

converted to zero. Then, Soil.df.water.values is returned. 

 

3.2.3 predict soil salinity and pore water electrical conductivity. 

Predicting Soil.salinity and Soil.water_ec in Pedophysics is done by the methods described in Section 

2.3 and Figure 9. Pedophysics workflow for calculating salinity and 𝜎𝑤. Each block describes a function, 

the name of which is presented in the block headers. Orange headers are used for main functions 

(predict.water_ec.WaterEC and predict.salinity.Salinity), while light blue headings refer to secondary 

functions. Black horizontal lines divide a block into different conditions. Light red blocks refer to 

mandatory soil attributes. Purple blocks refer to mandatory soil attributes that can be derived from 

other ones.. The attributes Soil.salinity and Soil.water_ec are converted one from the other using the 

SenGoode function (Equation 10). Calculating Soil.water_ec follows fitting approaches when 

calibration data are available. If the data include Soil.water and Soil.bulk_ec_dc_tc for at least two 



   

 

   

 

states, the Rhoades approach (Equation 5) is used. Conversely, if the data include Soil.bulk_ec_dc_tc 

and Soil.bulk_perm (>10) for at least two states, the Hilhorst approach (outlined in Equation 12) is 

applied.  Finally, if some NaN remains in Soil.water_ec while Soil.water and Soil.bulk_ec_dc_tc are not 

a NaN, a non-fitting approach uses the Fu model. 

 

 

Figure 9. Pedophysics workflow for calculating salinity and 𝜎𝑤. Each block describes a function, the name of which is presented 

in the block headers. Orange headers are used for main functions (predict.water_ec.WaterEC and predict.salinity.Salinity), 

while light blue headings refer to secondary functions. Black horizontal lines divide a block into different conditions. Light red 

blocks refer to mandatory soil attributes. Purple blocks refer to mandatory soil attributes that can be derived from other ones.  



   

 

   

 

 

4. Results 

This section provides practical coding examples for various scenarios in soil geophysical prospection 

and pedophysical modelling. For direct access to the codes here reproduced, the reader is referred to 

the Jupyter notebooks (‘Pedophysics/examples’ folder) on GitHub. 

 

4.1 Case of single frequency data acquisition without calibration.  

As a first example, we consider the scenario of an ERT survey whereby a sequence of 𝜎𝑏 values are 

obtained, and for which we aim to predict 𝛳. First, a Soil instance named sample2 is defined by 

providing attributes (Soil.clay, Soil.porosity, and Soil.water_ec, Error! Reference source not found.). T

he predict.Water function is then used to estimate the target attribute Soil.water for sample2. In this 

process, Pedophysics automatically selects and applies the optimal approach to determine Soil.water 

based on the provided attributes. Information about the applied modeling approach can then be 

retrieved via the info method (sample2.info.water). In this case, info reveals that a non-fitting 

approach, implementing the Fu function, was used. The metadata of the given attribute bulk_ec 

(sample2.info.bulk_ec) details that this is given and not calculated. As a result, a prediction of 

Soil.water is obtained for each soil state, which is printed and plotted (code not shown). A NaN value 

was given for the state three in bulk_ec (i.e., sample2.bulk_ec[3] is a NaN). Consequently, the 

prediction of Water for such state is also a NaN, because it does not meet the mandatory requirements 

for modelling in predict.water_from_ec.non_fitting (this is: Soil.bulk_ec, Soil.clay, Soil.porosity, and 

Soil.water_ec, see Figure 8 Prediction of volumetric water content workflow based on Soil.bulk_perm 

and Soil.bulk_ec_dc_tc. ‘Water’ is the main function that ties all the other functions together, while 

light blue headings refer to secondary functions. Each block describes a function, which name is at the 

heading. ).  



   

 

   

 

 

Input: 

Output: 

 

sample2_water [0.11  0.167 0.19    nan 0.211 0.249] 

sample2.info.water  
0    nan--> Calculated using Fu function (reported R2=0.98) in predict.water_from_ec.non_fitting 
1    nan--> Calculated using Fu function (reported R2=0.98) in predict.water_from_ec.non_fitting 
2    nan--> Calculated using Fu function (reported R2=0.98) in predict.water_from_ec.non_fitting 
3    nan--> Calculated using Fu function (reported R2=0.98) in predict.water_from_ec.non_fitting 
4    nan--> Calculated using Fu function (reported R2=0.98) in predict.water_from_ec.non_fitting 
5    nan--> Calculated using Fu function (reported R2=0.98) in predict.water_from_ec.non_fitting 
 
sample2.info.bulk_ec  
0    Value given by the user 
1    Value given by the user 
2    Value given by the user 
3                        NaN 
4    Value given by the user 
5    Value given by the user 

sample2 = Soil( bulk_ec = [0.01, 0.02, 0.025, np.nan, 0.030, 0.040], 

                clay = 10, 

                porosity = 0.4, 

                water_ec = 0.5) 

 

sample2_water = predict.Water(sample2)  

print('sample2_water', sample2_water) 

print('sample2.info.water', sample2.info.water) 

print('sample2.info.bulk_ec', sample2.info.bulk_ec) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10 Practical example of a soil with dynamic Soil.bulk_ec, and Soil.water as a target. The Soil instance ´sample2´ has 

four defined attributes (Soil.bulk_ec, Soil.clay, Soil.porosity, and Soil.water_ec). The prediction of Soil.water is possible 

because all the required attributes are provided, except for the state 3. The plot (its code is not reproduced here) shows the 

variation of the given Soil.bulk_ec versus the predicted Soil.water. 



   

 

   

 

Similarly, to simulate that every 𝜎𝑏 measurement has been obtained in a slightly different soil 

texture, Soil.clay is provided for the six soil states (Error! Reference source not found.). Then, the p

rediction of Soil.water (in red) considers a dynamic Soil.clay. 

Input: 

Output: 

 

sample3_water [0.107 0.172 0.185   nan 0.197 0.257] 

sample3 = Soil(bulk_ec = [0.01, 0.02, 0.025, np.nan, 0.030, 0.040], 

                clay = [11, 8, 12, 10, 15, 7], 

                porosity = 0.4, 

                water_ec = 0.5) 

 

sample3_water = predict.Water(sample3)  

print('sample3_water', sample3_water) 

 

 

  

Figure 101 Practical example of a soil with dynamic Soil.bulk_ec and Soil.clay, with Soil.water as a target. The Soil instance 

´sample3´ has four defined attributes (Soil.bulk_ec, Soil.clay, Soil.porosity, and Soil.water_ec). The prediction of Soil.water is 

possible because all the required attributes are provided, except for the state 3. The plot (its code is not reproduced here) 

shows the variation of the given Soil.bulk_ec versus the predicted Soil.water. 

 

4.2 Integrating calibration data. 

Adding to the last example, the standard use of pedophysical modelling can be optimized by 

implementing soil-specific solutions. This is normally done by performing a soil-calibration, either in 



   

 

   

 

field or laboratory conditions. The present section shows how the decision workflow of pedophysics 

prioritizes a soil-specific solution over a standard one.  

Consider a forward modelling simulation where the effect of 𝛳 on 𝜀𝑏 (measured using GPR) is 

investigated. Hereby, Soil instance sample4 would be defined with a dynamic Soil.water, as shown in 

Figure 11, allowing the prediction of Soil.bulk_perm. The metadata in sample4.info.bulk_perm shows 

it was calculated using the LR_W function, which is a suitable PPM for the EM frequencies at which 

GPR instruments typically operate. To show how pedophysics automatically completes missing 

information if possible, the attribute Soil.water_perm is printed. Despite the unknown 

Soil.water_perm, it is set to 80, which allows populating the LR_W function (details in 

sample4.info.water_perm). Additionally, because Soil.porosity is a mandatory attribute for LR_W use, 

this is automatically derived from the given Soil.bulk_density. 



   

 

   

 

Input: 

Output: 

 

sample4_bulk_perm [ 2.796  6.36   7.537  3.312  4.244 10.385 12.669] 
sample4.info.bulk_perm  
0    nan--> Calculated using LR_W function in predict.bulk_perm.non_fitting 
1    nan--> Calculated using LR_W function in predict.bulk_perm.non_fitting 
2    nan--> Calculated using LR_W function in predict.bulk_perm.non_fitting 
3    nan--> Calculated using LR_W function in predict.bulk_perm.non_fitting 
4    nan--> Calculated using LR_W function in predict.bulk_perm.non_fitting 
5    nan--> Calculated using LR_W function in predict.bulk_perm.non_fitting 
6    nan--> Calculated using LR_W function in predict.bulk_perm.non_fitting 
sample4.water_perm [nan nan nan nan nan nan nan] 
sample4.df.water_perm.values [80 80 80 80 80 80 80] 
sample4.df.porosity.values [0.491 0.491 0.491 0.491 0.491 0.491 0.491] 
sample4.info.porosity[0] Calculated based on bulk density 

 

sample4 = Soil( water = [0.01, 0.1, 0.125, 0.025, 0.05, 0.18, 0.22], 

                clay = 20, 

                bulk_density = 1.35, 

                temperature = 15+273.15, 

                instrument = 'GPR') 

 

sample4_bulk_perm = predict.BulkPerm(sample4)  

print('sample4_bulk_perm', sample4_bulk_perm) 

print('sample4.info.bulk_perm', sample4.info.bulk_perm) 

print('sample4.water_perm', sample4.water_perm) 

print('sample4.df.water_perm.values', sample4.df.water_perm.values) 

print('sample4.df.porosity.values', sample4.df.porosity.values) 

print('sample4.info.porosity[0]', sample4.info.porosity[0]) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 112 Practical example of a soil with dynamic Soil.water, and Soil.bulk_perm as a target. The Soil instance ´sample4´ 

has five defined attributes (Soil.water, Soil.clay, Soil.bulk_density, Soil.temperature, and Soil.instrument). The prediction of 

Soil.bulk_perm is possible because all the required attributes are provided. The plot (its code is not reproduced here) shows 

the variation of the given Soil.water versus the predicted Soil.bulk_perm.  

 



   

 

   

 

Calibration data added to sample4 (sample4b, Figure 12) includes three soil states with given 

Soil.water and Soil.bulk_perm values (indicated by black triangles in Figure 12 plot). The workflow of 

pedophysics automatically decides for a solution through fitting of the calibration data (see Figure 6. 

Pedophysics workflow for the calculation of 𝜀𝑏. Each block describes a function, which name is at the 

heading. Light yellow heading is used for the main function predict.bulk_perm.BulkPerm, while light 

blue headings refer to secondary functions. Black horizontal lines divide a block into different 

conditions. Light red blocks refer to mandatory soil attributes for a condition. Purple blocks refer to 

mandatory soil attributes that can be derived from other ones.), plotted in red. This allows to obtain 

a precise and specific solution that can be extrapolated to different values of Soil.water. A closer look 

into .info shows that the fitting approach used the WunderlichP function, which provided a good fit of 

the calibration data.  



   

 

   

 

Input: 

Output: 

 

 

sample4b_bulk_perm [12.     4.5    7.     3.669  8.003  9.434  4.284  5.413 12.829 15.468] 
sample4b.info.bulk_perm  
0 Value given by the user 
1      Value given by the user 
2      Value given by the user 
3    nan--> Calculated by fitting (R2=0.986) WunderlichP function in predict.bulk_perm.fitting, for 
soil.water values between[0, 0.24] 
4    nan--> Calculated by fitting (R2=0.986) WunderlichP function in predict.bulk_perm.fitting, for 
soil.water values between[0, 0.24] 
5    nan--> Calculated by fitting (R2=0.986) WunderlichP function in predict.bulk_perm.fitting, for 
soil.water values between[0, 0.24] 
6    nan--> Calculated by fitting (R2=0.986) WunderlichP function in predict.bulk_perm.fitting, for 
soil.water values between[0, 0.24] 
. 
. 
. 

sample4b = Soil(water = [0.17, 0.03, 0.07, 0.01, 0.1, 0.125, 0.025, 0.05, 0.18, 0.22], 

                bulk_perm = [12, 4.5, 7], 

                clay = 20, 

                bulk_density = 1.35, 

                temperature = 15+273.15, 

                instrument = 'GPR') 

 

sample4b_bulk_perm = predict.BulkPerm(sample4b)  

print('sample4b_bulk_perm', sample4b_bulk_perm) 

print('sample4b.info.bulk_perm', sample4b.info.bulk_perm) 

 

 

Figure 12 Practical example of a soil with dynamic Soil.water, and Soil.bulk_perm as a target including calibration data. The 

Soil instance ´sample4b´ has six defined attributes (Soil.water, Soil.clay, Soil.bulk_perm, Soil.bulk_density, Soil.temperature, 

and Soil.instrument). The prediction of Soil.bulk_perm is possible because all the required attributes are provided. The plot 

shows the variation of the given Soil.water versus the predicted Soil.bulk_perm (orange dots), black triangles show the given 

calibration data, and the previous solution of sample4 remains in green.   



   

 

   

 

 

4.3 dielectric dispersion data 

This section shows a practical case of geophysical data fusion by considering a field survey using ERT 

and EMI techniques (both work at different EM frequencies), with 𝛳 as the target.  

This scenario is implemented in pedophysics (Figure 13), where the survey data is given in 

sample5.bulk_ec, and sample5.frequency_ec specifies the EM frequency of acquisition. The first five 

states correspond to ERT data (in DC regime), and the rest of states to EMI data (observed at 50 kHz). 

The target sample5.water was calculated using Fu in a non-fitting approach. Because Soil.bulk_ec is 

given but not Soil.bulk_ec_dc_tc, the prints of .info detail the conversions (using as example the state 

6). The result is plotted and shows different trends for the different techniques, showing that 

considering EM frequencies in pedophysical modelling is relevant for 𝛳 prediction. 



   

 

   

 

Input: 

Output: 

 

sample5_water [0.15  0.182 0.109 0.142 0.042 0.136 0.167 0.092 0.11  0.054] 
sample5.info.water  
0    nan--> Calculated using Fu function (reported R2=0.98) in predict.water_from_ec.non_fitting 
1    nan--> Calculated using Fu function (reported R2=0.98) in predict.water_from_ec.non_fitting 
2    nan--> Calculated using Fu function (reported R2=0.98) in predict.water_from_ec.non_fitting 
3    nan--> Calculated using Fu function (reported R2=0.98) in predict.water_from_ec.non_fitting 
4    nan--> Calculated using Fu function (reported R2=0.98) in predict.water_from_ec.non_fitting 
. 
. 
sample5.info.bulk_ec_dc_tc[6]  
nan--> Equal to soil.df.bulk_ec_dc in predict.bulk_ec_dc_tc.non_tc_to_tc 
sample5.info.bulk_ec_dc[6]  
nan--> EM frequency shift from actual to zero Hz using LongmireSmithEC function in 
predict.bulk_ec_dc.non_dc_to_dc 

sample5 = Soil(  

    bulk_ec = [0.009, 0.0125, 0.005, 0.008, 0.001, 0.0085, 0.012, 0.0045, 0.006, 0.002], 

    frequency_ec = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 50e3, 50e3, 50e3, 50e3, 50e3], 

    texture = 'Sand', bulk_density= 1.5, water_ec = 0.3) 

 

sample5_water = predict.Water(sample5)  

print('sample5_water', sample5_water) 

print('sample5.info.water', sample5.info.water) 

print('sample5.info.bulk_ec_dc_tc[6]', sample5.info.bulk_ec_dc_tc[6]) 

print('sample5.info.bulk_ec_dc[6]', sample5.info.bulk_ec_dc[6]) 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13 Practical example of a soil with dynamic Soil.bulk_ec and Soil.frequency_ec, with Soil.water as a target. The Soil 

instance ´sample5´ has five defined attributes (Soil.bulk_ec, Soil.frequency_ec, Soil.texture, Soil.bulk_density, and 

Soil.water_ec). The prediction of water is possible because all the required attributes are provided. The plot (its code is not 

reproduced here) shows the variation of the given Soil.bulk_ec versus the predicted Soil.water for the different EM 

frequencies. 



   

 

   

 

Adding to the last example, sample5b includes calibration data for the first three soil states (Figure 

14); this maybe the case when soil samples for water content are collected in the field along the ERT. 

Then, the solution for Soil.water follows a fitting approach that returned a specific solution (different 

as that for sample5).  



   

 

   

 

Input: 

Output: 

 

sample5b_water [0.17  0.21  0.115 0.156 0.041 0.148 0.189 0.097 0.117 0.056] 
sample5b.info.water  
0 Value given by the user 
1 Value given by the user 
2      Value given by the user 
3    nan--> Calculated by fitting (R2=0.999) WunderlichEC function in predict.water_from_ec.fit-
ting, for soil.bulk_ec values between: [0.001, 0.016] 
4    nan--> Calculated by fitting (R2=0.999) WunderlichEC function in predict.water_from_ec.fit-
ting, for soil.bulk_ec values between: [0.001, 0.016] 
5    nan--> Calculated by fitting (R2=0.999) WunderlichEC function in predict.water_from_ec.fit-
ting, for soil.bulk_ec values between: [0.001, 0.016] 
. 
. 
sample5b.df.water_ec.values  
[0.097859 0.097859 0.097859 0.097859 0.097859 0.097859 0.097859 0.097859 0.097859 0.097859] 
sample5b.info.water_ec[0]  
nan--> Calculated by fitting (R2 = 0.983) Rhoades function in predict.water_ec.fitting_rhoades 

sample5b = Soil(  

    bulk_ec = [0.009, 0.0125, 0.005, 0.008, 0.001, 0.0085, 0.012, 0.0045, 0.006, 0.002], 

    water = [0.17, 0.21, 0.115], 

    frequency_ec = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 50e3, 50e3, 50e3, 50e3, 50e3], 

    texture = 'Sand', bulk_density= 1.5) 

 

sample5b_water = predict.Water(sample5b)  

print('sample5b_water', sample5b_water) 

print('sample5b.info.water', sample5b.info.water) 

print('sample5b.df.water_ec.values', sample5b.df.water_ec.values) 

print('sample5b.info.water_ec[0]', sample5b.info.water_ec[0]) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14 Practical example of a soil with dynamic Soil.bulk_ec and Soil.frequency_ec, whit Soil.water as a target and including 

calibration data. The Soil instance ´sample5b´ has five defined attributes (Soil.bulk_ec, Soil.water, Soil.frequency_ec, 

Soil.texture, and Soil.bulk_density) The prediction of water is possible because all the required attributes are provided. The 

plot (code not reproduced here) shows the variation of the given Soil.bulk_ec versus the predicted Soil.water for the different 

EM frequencies, including calibration data (black triangles). 



   

 

   

 

 

4.4 soil salinity 

In this section, two different approaches for calculating Soil.water_ec and Soil.salinity are presented 

as examples. The first case represent a soil measured using TDR, where 𝜎𝑏 and 𝜀𝑏 are observed, with 

a reported 𝜎𝑤 = 0.29 S/m (data from Hamed et al., 2003, Odarslöv topsoil). The data of such a soil is 

defined in sample6, and the function predict.WaterEC is used (Error! Reference source not found.), o

btaining a similar result as the reported. The metadata (in sample6.info.water_ec) shows the fitting 

accuracy (R2 = 0.997) and the used Hilhorst function. Additionally, to reproduce the fitting of the 

calibration data, Hilhorst is called with the sample6 attributes. 



   

 

   

 

Input: 

Output: 

 

sample6_water_ec [0.289855 0.289855 0.289855 0.289855 0.289855] 
sample6.info.water_ec  
0    nan--> Calculated by fitting (R2=0.997) Hilhorst function in predict.water_ec.fitting_hilhorst 
1    nan--> Calculated by fitting (R2=0.997) Hilhorst function in predict.water_ec.fitting_hilhorst 
2    nan--> Calculated by fitting (R2=0.997) Hilhorst function in predict.water_ec.fitting_hilhorst 
3    nan--> Calculated by fitting (R2=0.997) Hilhorst function in predict.water_ec.fitting_hilhorst 
4    nan--> Calculated by fitting (R2=0.997) Hilhorst function in predict.water_ec.fitting_hilhorst 
Name: water_ec, dtype: object 

from pedophysics.pedophysical_models.bulk_perm import Hilhorst 

 

sample6 = Soil(bulk_ec = [0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.06],  

                bulk_perm = [11.5, 14.8, 17, 20, 22.7], 

                clay=5, 

                bulk_density=1.48, 

                instrument='TDR') 

 

sample6_water_ec = predict.WaterEC(sample6) 

print('sample6_water_ec', sample6_water_ec) 

print('sample6.info.water_ec', sample6.info.water_ec) 

sample6_fitted = Hilhorst(sample6.df.bulk_ec, sample6.df.water_ec, sample6.df.water_perm, 

sample6.df.offset_perm) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15 Practical example of a soil with calibration data of Soil.bulk_ec and Soil.bulk_perm, with Soil.water_ec as a target. 

The Soil instance ´sample6´ has five defined attributes (Soil.bulk_ec, Soil.bulk_perm, Soil.clay, Soil.bulk_density, and 

Soil.instrument). The prediction of Soil.water_ec is possible because all the required attributes are provided. The plot (its code 

is not reproduced here) shows the variation of the given Soil.bulk_ec versus Soil.bulk_perm, and the fitting of these calibration 

data.  

A similar case is the example of sample5b (Figure 14), where based on the calibration data of Soil.water 

and Soil.bulk_ec, Soil.water_ec is automatically calculated (see the print of sample5b.water_ec and its 



   

 

   

 

metadata) using Rhoades (Equation 5). This is because Soil.water_ec is a requirement to calculate the 

target attribute Soil.water using WunderlichEC. Further details and an additional example using 

Rhoades with data from Brovelli and Cassiani (2011) can be seen in the code implementation of this 

section (Examples.ipynb). 

 

5 limitations 

The primary limitations of Pedophysics stem from  the performance of the implemented PMs and PTFs. 

While these models have been validated extensively across a wide range of soil conditions, they may 

fall short in representing extreme scenarios outside the tested soil characteristics ranges.  

Pedophysical modelling, in general, is limited by gaps in PM developments for specific conditions. In 

particular, the prediction of 𝜀𝑏 in the frequency range of 100 MHz to 200 MHz remains uncertain 

primarily due to the Maxwell-Wagner effect, and its complex relationship with soil texture. Moreover, 

LongmireSmithP catches the 𝜀𝑏 response up to approximately 200 MHz, while for higher frequencies 

the model is just validated for sandy samples. As a result, Pedophysics is constrained according to 

these limitations for 𝜀𝑏 dielectric dispersion. Additionally, the implemented Fu model (Equation 8) 

shows limitations in its application to soils with clay content higher than 33%. 

 

6. Conclusions and further developments 

Optimal published PMs and PTFs were selected and implemented in the Pedophysics python package. 

The automated workflow of Pedophysics enables deploying appropriate PMs and PTFs in different 

modelling approaches, based on user input. When attributes required for populating PMs or PTFs in 

predicting target properties are unavailable, these are automatically calculated or assumed where 



   

 

   

 

feasible. This approach enables users to obtain optimal solutions with  minimum of information about 

the studied soil.  

Pedophysics effectively manages complex data fusion scenarios, including soil properties changing 

over time or space, integrating dielectric dispersion of geophysical properties, and cases with available 

calibration data. This way, users can rely on Pedophysics to implement specific knowledge about 

pedophysical modeling. Ultimately, the aim of Pedophysics is to contribute to the facilitation of 

worldwide access to soil geophysical solutions.  

The open-source nature of code and structure of the software facilitate easy maintenance and the 

addition of new features by interested researchers in the community. Pedophysical modelling could 

be enhanced by integrating additional features into Pedophysics. These improvements could include 

incorporating both apparent and imaginary components of electrical conductivity and dielectric 

permittivity, and comprehensive pedotransfer functions for 𝐶𝐸𝐶 tested with worldwide soils. 

Furthermore, additions such as a fourth soil phase for estimating contaminants could be incorporated, 

alongside capability to predict matric potential and estimate soil properties from seismic and magnetic 

geophysical techniques.  
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